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s a f e t y  f a c t o r s  in  s o il  m e c h a n ic s

CO EFF IC IEN TS DE SEGURITE EN  M E C A N IQ U E  DES SO LS

SPECIALTY SESSIONS SEANCES SPECIALES

When the originator of this Session, pro
fessor J. Brinch Hansen, had unfortunately 
to withdraw, tne Author accepted nis person
al invitation to continue the organization. 
At the beginning of the Session the Author 
paid a tribute to Frofessor Brinch Hansen, 
who had died on 27 May,1969.

I HI BUTE TO PROF. J. BHINUii HANSEN 

By Prof. G. G. Meyerhof, Canada

JOHGEN BHINCH HANSEN was born in Copenha
gen and obtained his Civil Engineering de
gree from tne Technical University of Den

mark in 1935- Later, in 1953* he was awarded 
by tne sane University tne degree of Doctor 
of Science for nis dissertation on "Eartn 

Pressure Calculation", ¡and in 1954 ne was 
elected a member of tne Danisi, ncademy o:' 
Technical Science.

From 1935 until 195J ne was employed oy 
the well-known contracting and con^ultin^ 

firm of Christiani and Nielsen, and cecame 
tneir Chief Engineer in 19-̂ 0 and Technical 
Director in 1_j53. During tnis period, ne 
tuok part and supervised tne design of nuxer 

ous civil engineering projects in nany dif
ferent countries. Some of these projects, 
line the I.’aas Tunnel in Hotterdam, belong to 
the most outstanding civil engineering 
achievements of ti.is period.

In 1955 he accepted tne position of Frofes 
eor of Soil •'■echanics and Foundation Engine
ering at the Technical University of Denmark 
and was appointed Director of the Danish 
Geotechnical Institute at Copenhagen. In 
addition, he continued his practice as pri
vate consultant to Christiani and Nielsen 
and various other organizations.

In 1^60 Prof. Brinch iiansen was Knighted 
oy ti.e King of Denmark, and in 1965 tne Uni
versity of Ghent, Belgium, conferred upon 
him the honorary degree of Doctor of Scienca

Since 1965. he has been Chairman of the 
Daman Geotechnical Society and Vice-Presi
dent for Europe of the International Society 

for Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineer
ing. He is the author of numerous important 
research papers and a co-uuthor of two 
widely known books on soil mechanics.

G. G. Meyerhof

Nova Scotia Technical College 

P.O. Box 1000 

Halifax, N.S. Canada.

On 27 iiay,l^6y, Prof. Brinch Hansen died 
in Copenhagen after a long illness.

This brief biography will give you an idea 
of nis outstanding contributions which have 

received world-wide recognition. He was 

uedicated to doing researun in his choser. 
1'iê .d, Ahicn he pursued painstakingly and 

•••i th aosoiute integrity. ;ie was a groat per
sonal friend lu of uj will oe .vurr;i- 
iy rex.er.iue.: ed lor nis sincerity ;ind nelpfui- 

ness tnrougnout ::iu life.

I anoui no.’. ] i, ; e to t j s , :  y ou to stand in 

s ‘.i-.:.ce for :■ ::.o::.eri t in nis memory.

As introduction to this Session tne Author 
had propared a. paper on "Safety Factors in 

Soil Mechanics" (Meyerhof, 1969) for presen
tation. To ensure reasonable safety in earth 

work and foundation engineering, tne design- 
is usually carried out by introducing into 

the structural analysis a safety factor, 
which may oe defined as the ratio of the re
sistance of the structure to the applied 
loads. It was shown that the customary over
all safety factors used in stability analy
ses relating to shearing failure und seepage 
considerations (Table 1) depend mainly on 
the uncertainties and variability of the 

soil conditions and to a smaller extent on 
the variability of the applied loads and ap
proximations in the analyses. Partial safety 
factors on the soil resistance and applied 
loads (Brinch Hansen, 1956) (Table 2) may 
lead to a more uniform margin of safety.

TA B LE  I

VALUES OF MINIMUM OVERALL SAFETY FACTORS

Failure Type Item
Safety
Factor

Earthworks 1. 3 to 1. 5

Earth Retaining 1.5 to 2

Shearing
Structures Foun
dations 2 to 3

Uplift, Heave 1.5 to 2. 5
Seepage

Exit Gradient,
Piping 3 to 5
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VALUES OF MINIMUM PARTIAL SAFETY FACTORS

SPECIALTY

TABLE I I

Item

Shearing Strength 
Parameter

Safety
Factor

Cohesion (c) 1.■ 5
Earthworks and 
Earth Retaining

Friction ( tan 0) 1. 2

Structures Cohesion and
Friction 1,. 3 to 1..5

Cohesion (c) 2 to 2,.5
Foundations

Friction ( tan 0) 1..2 to 1.■ 3

Dead Loads - 1.0

Water Pressures - 1..0 to 1,,2

Live Loads - 1,,2 to 1..5

The results of the Author's surety analy
ses indicate that earth dams designed for a 
■lnimum overall safety factor of about 1.5 
have a probability of sliding failure of 

roughly one-half per cent during tne first 
few years of reservoir operation; further, 
the conventional overall safety factors of 

about 1.5 to 2 in the design of large earth 
retaining structures and the safety factors 
of about 2 to 3 used in foundation designs 
correspond perna^s to a.probability of fail
ure of the order of 10 and 10 , as shown 

in Fig. 1. A semi-probabilistic approach to 
these analyses shows that the customary safe 
ty factors are consistent with overall coef
ficients of variation in tne range of uoout 
Oil to 0.3. The lower limit of these coeffi
cients governs the stability of earthworks 

and the upper limit governs that of founda
tions, as would be expected, «lthou^h more 
field data are required, it is of interea: 
to note that the range of the overall coeffi 
cients of variation indicated b,) tnese safe

ty analyses is supported by the range of ou- 
served coefficients of variation of the soil 
resistance;, applied loads and stability anal 
yses.

There were three invited speai.ers to pre
sent state-of-the-art papers on safety fac
tors relating to earthworks, earth retaining 
structures and foundations.

The probability of failure in earthworns 
and probability ¿istribuitions of shearing 
strength parameters have been discussed by 
Mr. P. Lumb. He had determined these para
meters for a number of soils, which showed a 
random variation of strength about a mean or 
linear trend. He also presented an outline 
of methods by which probability distribu
tions can be used in design and illustrated 
the basic principles of this approach to sta 
bility problems using partial safety factors. 
Hie previous analyses of conventional over
all safety factors (Lumb,1966) suggeeted 
that a suitable value of probability or risk 
of failuro for the design of earth retaining 
structures is of the order of 10 to 10 , 
and for the stability of foundations it is
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of the order of 10-5 t0 10-5, which is in 
reasonable agreement with the Author's safe
ty analyses.

OVERALL S A F E T Y  FA C TO R  (F o )

LE G E N D

E *E A R T H W O R K S  

F ■ FOUNDATIONS

R . EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES 

V « COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

FIG. C0MFARIS0N BETWEEN SAFETY FACTOR 

AND PROBABILITY OF STABILITY FAILURE

The safety factors used in the design of 
earth retaining structures have been discus
sed by Prof. t. Schultze who summarized the 
values of conventional factors in various 
European standard specifications and codes 
of practice. He discussed in some detail the 
partial safety factors recommended by the 
Ceruan Committee for Waterfront Structures. 
These factors are similar to those suggested 
uy Brinch Hansen (1956) and contained in the 
Danish Code of Practice for Foundation Engi
neering. However, the German partial factors 
on shearing strength are based on the oharac 
teristic strength parameters, which are ob
tained from a conservative assessment of the 
snearing strength. The partial safety fac

tors on the applied loads vary with the type 
of loading and design considerations.

Tne problem of sufety factors of founds- 
tions has been treated by Mr. P. Demonsablon 
with special reference to pile foundations. 
He considered the case of pile groups be

neath a rigid superstructure and distin

guished several cases of limit states.

Two methods of calculation are proposed, the 
first one relating to the case of progres

sive failure of the pile group under increas 
ing loads, and the second method is based on 
the parameters of the rupture state. It was 
shown that the bearing capacity of a pile 
group under a system of loading can be de
fined in terms of a safety factor associated 
with the resultant of the applied loads. For 
a given geometry of the pile group :he varia 
tion of the safety factor can then be rela
ted to the position of the load resultant.

The presentation of the above-mentioned 
papers was followed by an informal discus
sion to exchange information on safety fac
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SA FETY FACTORS

tors in soil mechanics. The following main 
topics were discussed:

(a) Customary safety factors in design of 
earthworks, earth retaining structures 
and foundations.

(b) Safety factors on loads, strength and 
hydraulic parameters.

(c) Probability concepts in soil mechanics.

In connection with the customary safety 

factors in soil mechanics, several speaxers 

referred to various stages of failure and un 
serviceability of earthworks and founvlations 
Thus, methods were outlined to ectixate the 
safety factor for incipient stability fail

ure in elasto-plactic analyses, progressive 
failure using the state of stress alon^ a 
potential slip surface and creep deformation 

of slopes on the basis of velocity field 

equations. A number of discussors n.entioned 
the need to relate safety factors to the to

tal cost of structures and their economic or 
service life.

Partial safety factors on load, strength 
and hydraulic parameters were considered 

with respect to the accuracy of stability 
analyses, uncertainties of laboratory and 

field test data, performance observations 
and time effects on stability. Considerable 

discussion took place on probability con
cepts in soil mechanics using statistical 
and decision theories. Safety analyses of 

structures based on an acceptable risk of 
failure can be improved by e^tic.iting the 
frequency distribution of safety factors in 

a given case. The need to determine allowa

ble coefficients of variation of loads, 
strength and other design parameters was em
phasized for both permanent and temporary en 

gineering works. Many practical examples uncT 
case histories given by the speakers made 

this specialty session particularly interest 

ing.
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